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PRO!IPT FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRA AND
AVERAGE PRONPT NEUTRON tllJLI’l PLICITIES

David G. lladland and J. Rayford Nix

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New ?lexicc 87545, U.S.A

ABSTR.ACT

We present a new ❑ethod for calculating the prompt fissi?n
neutron spectrum N(E) ●nd average prompt neutron multiplicity v
● s functions of the fissioning nucleus ●nd its excitation enr:rgy?
The ❑ethod is based on standard nuclear evaporation :heory and
takes into ●cco’mt (1) the motion of the fisrnicn fragments, (2)
tbe distribution of fission-fragment residual nuclear tempersturc,
(3) the ●nergy dependence of the cross section u for the inverse
process of compound-nucleus formation, and (4) tfie po~aibility of
❑ultiple-chance fission, We use ● triangular distribution in re-
sidual nuclear temperature based on the F:rmi-gni ❑odel This
leads to closed expressions for N(E) ●nd v when a is ●suusned

fconstant ●nd r~adily computed quad[atures w en the ●%er8y depen-
dence of o is determined from an optical ●odel. Neutron npectra
●nd avera8g ●ultiplicities calculated with ● n ener8y-dependent
cross cectlon a8rec well with experimental data for the neutron-
induced fiscion of 23% ●nd the npontaneoua fismion of 2s2Cf. For
the latter case, there ● re sme significant inconsistencies he-
twecn the experimental spectra that need to be resolved,

1. lNTRODUCTIGN

Having been concerned Lhus fsr in thifl meetin8 with propcrticc of thr
de~ed ne!:trons ●mitted from finsion fragmentc, it is time now to shift our—
;ttention to the prompt neutrons. Both the prompt fiscion neutron npectrum
N(E) snd averagr prompt neutron ■ultiplicity v ● re required in Lhe ●nalytic
of ●any type- of fission measurements ●nd in ?he desi~n of nuclear reactorn
an veil ● s in in uny other ●pplication-. For these purposen, N(E) is
uoually reprccented by ● Haxwellian or Wttt ●pcct~um. with parametcrn deter-
■ined from adjustments to experimental data, ●nd v in ●l:o usually obLain~d
●xperimentally [1]. Such ●pproached cannot be u~d to predicL N(E) and u
for fissioning nuclei or ●xcitation ●nergies that have not been mtudir e



experimentally. Also, because they neglect several important physical
●ffects, these approaches must fail beyond certain levels of precision.

The importance of a ● ore fundamental calculation of the prompt fission
neutron spectrum N(E) has been recognized recently, and several calculations
based on conventional nulcear theory have been perfonued. Browne and
Pietrich [2] and Batenkov ●t al. [3] have used Hauser-Feshbach theory to
calcuiate N(E) for the spontaneous fission of 2s2Cf. While removing the de-
ficiencies inhel.:nt in the ?laxwellian ●nd Watt spectra, these approaches are
sufficiently complicated that they ● re difficult to apply to a variety of
fissiofiing nuclei and ●xcitation ●nergies. In another study for the spon-
taneous fission of 262Cf, tfirten et al. [4] used a complex cascade evap-
oratation model to calculate N(E). A simila-r ●vaporation model has been
used by Hu ●n: Wang ;5] to ca~.culate N(E) and v for neutron-induced fission
of 235~: 23aU, and 23gPu ● s functio;’s of incidegt ❑eutron energy.

Wi;h the goal of incorporating the relevant physical effects yet re-
tair,ing sufficient simplicity to facilitate its practical application, we
have also developed a new ❑ethod for calculating the prompt fission neutron
sFectrum N(E) and average prompt neutron multipl~city ~ [6,71. As illus-
trated in Sec. II, our ❑ethod predicts N(E) and v as ffnctions of the fis-
sioning r.ucleus and its excitation ●nergy, taki~g into account multiple-
chanre fission when it becomes energetically possible. Some comparisons
with experl~iental data are made in Sec. III for the neutron-induced fission
of 23SU and in Sec. IV for the ~pontaneous fission of 2s2Cf. Because of the
importance of the latter reaction as a standard, we perform least-squares
mdjustment6 of fiaxwellian spectra and our present spectra to some recent
experimental spectra for the spontaneous fission of 262Cf. This uncovers
some significant inconsistencies between the ●xperimental spectra that need
to be resolved. Our conclusions are presented in Sec. V.

II. SU?IMRY OF NEW THEORY

We uae standard ❑uclear ●vaporation theo~ to calculate the prompt
finsion neutron spectrm ●nd the ●verage pro~t neutron ❑ultiplicity as

functions ot the finaioning uucleus ●nd its ●xcitatio[i ●nergy, for spontane-
OLO is well as neutlon-induced finsion. We take into ●ccount the ❑otion of
the !imaion fragmept.~ from which the neutrons are emitted, the distribution
of ficaion-fragment residual nuclear temperature resulting from fragment
cooling ● m neutron~ •~e emitted, the ener8y dependence of the cross section
for the inverse proce~s of compound-nucleu~ fomatioa} ●nd the possibility
of mult.iplt-chance filsicn. In this cection we present ● swmnary of our
●pproach, but refer the reader to Refs. [6] ●nd [7] for a complete descrip-
tion,

A. Calculation o! Proqt Fission NcLtron Spectra——.— .- .

We calculate the neutron ●nergy spectrum in the center-of-mass system
of ● given fissio)l f~a~eut ●nd then tran~fotm to the laboratory eyrntcm, tak-
ing into account that the svcrage velocity of the lighL fragment is high~r
than that n!” th~ heavy fragment. The center-of-masm neutron ●nergy spectrum



corresponding to a fixed residual
mately by [8,9]

$(c) = k(T’)oc(c) & CXp{-E/~)

nuclear temperature T is given apploxi-

) (1)

where & is the center-of-mass ncutrgn energy, O (c) is the cross section for
the inverse process of compound-nucleus form$tion, and k(T) is the tem-
perature-dependent normalizati~a constant given by

k(T) = [~m Uc(c) & exp(-c/T)dc]-l , (2)
o

This spectrum, along with all other distributions in this paper unless
otherwise noted, is iiormalized to unity when intcg:ated from zero to infin-
ity.

As stressed by Weisskopf [8;, T is not the temperature oi the ●vapor~lt-
ing compound nucleus at excitation energy E*, but is instead the temperature
of the residual nucleus at an ●xcitation ●nergy E* - B tbs~ is diminished
by the neutron separation ●nergy B . The promp: fiss~on neutron spectrum
depends strongly on the diatributio! of fissjon-fragment ●x:itatjon ●nergy
E* and only weakly on the distributions of fission-fragment ❑ ass and kinetic
energy. Therefore, we take into account the former distribution, but use
sverage values for tbe last two distributions unless high accuracy is re-
quired as in, for ●xawple, ● fiaaion neutron spectrum standard.

The initial distribution of totnl fiseion-fragment excitation ●nergy is
approximately Gnussian in shape, with a total ●verage value that is given by

<E*> = <E > + Bn+ E - <E:ot>.
r n

Here, <E > is the ●verage ●nergy rclesae,
kinetic !netSieo of the neutron inducing
average fisBion-fragment kinetic ●ner~y.
and E

n
r-.

energy
energy
follow

in Eq. (3) are zero.

(3)

B ●nd E ● re ~~~ ..?p*:ation ●nd
fi%alon, %cd <Ef ,> in the total
For spontaneous flnsion, botl. B

n

arting with ● n initisl distribution of fission-fragment excitation
obtained from ●xperimental distributions of firsion-fragmeui kinetic
and neutro~, number, Terrell [10] s’-ed the residual distriblltions

ng the ●misoion of successive neutrons to obtain cbe distribution of
excitation ●nergy that govern- neutron emimsionm This distribution wau then
transformed into ‘he ditltribution P(T) of fissior,-fragment residual nuclear
temperature by ucc of the Fermi gam model, where tbe ●xcitation ●nergy E* id
related to the nuclear temperature T ●nd the nuclear level density parameter
M by

E* = # ,

The reculting temperature distribution is approximately triangular in shape,
with ● moderately broad high-temperatl!re cutoff.



Terrell observed that if this
cutoff, so that P(T) is approximated

{

2T/T2 , TSTm
P(T) =

❑

o, ‘f’>
z’

diffuse cutoff is replaced by a sharp
by the triangular distribution

(4)

then the maximum temperature T is related to the initial total ~verage fis-
sion-fragment ●xcitation ●nergy <E*> approximately by

T= (<w/a)]/2 .
m

(5)

Equations (1) and (4) form the basis of our calculation of the prcmpt fis-
sion neutron spectrum. We consider two c~sts in calculatil~g the spectrum.

In the firat case, the cross section for the inverse process of com-
pound-nucleus formation is assumed constant, which leads to a closed-form
●xpression for the spectrum. The integral of this spectrum over an arbi-
trary finite energy range is also of closed form, which has important. prac-
ticOl significance. In the second case, the energy dependence of the cross
section for the inverse process of compound-nucleus fomation is ●xplicitly
taken into ●ccount by use of an optical model. Thiu spectrum is obtained by
numerical integration ●nd ia ● ❑ ore ●ccurate spectrum than that of the firEt
caae.

1. Constant Compound Nucleus Cross Section

If the compound nucleus cross section has a constant value Uc, the nor-
malization integral k(T) has the value l/(0 T2). The neutron energy cptBc-
trum in the center-of-mass system of ● fiflsi~n fragment ia then obtained by inte-
grating Eq. (1) over the triangular temperature distribution given by Eq. (4).
This yielde

where

(6)

is the exponential integral [11]. Thio result ham been obtained previously
by Kapoor ●t ●l [12].

Altho~gh O(C) iteelf ic given in termo of ● n ●xpo~sential integral, the
moments <c > of this distribution can ●ll be evaluated simply by inLerchnng-



ing the order of integration, which lead6 to

& = Jmc%(c)dc = 2(: :;)’ ~ .
0

(7)

In particular, the mean ●nergy ●nd mean-square ●nergy are given by

<&> = ; Tm (8)

and

<c*> = 3T2 . (9)m

We transform the spectrum given by Eq. (6) from the center-of-mass
system of & fission fragment to the laboratory system, under the assumption
that the neutrons are emitted istropically from a fission fragment ❑oving
with average kinetic ●nergy per nucleon Ef. This is accomplished by use of
the general result [10,13]

(lo)

where E i- the laboratory neutron ●nergy. Upon inuerting Eq, (6) and inter-
changing the order of integr~tion, we obtain for the laboratory prompt fis-
sion neutron energy npectrum of one of the fragments

N(E,Ef) =
3(Ef:m)1/2

[U; ’2E1(U2) - U; ’2E1(U1)

+ Y(3U2) - +11)] , (11)

where

‘1
= (K- &f)2/Tm ,

●nd



Y(a,x)={xu1 ●xp(-u)du

is the incomplete ganmna function [14]. This spectrum can be calculated read-
ily on a modern computer, as both the exponential integral and the incomplete
garmna function are usually standard library functions. For applied purposes
we present ifi Ref. [6] a closed-form e~pression for the iutegr~l of Eq. (11) over an
arbitrary energy interval.

From conservation of momentum it follows that the average kinetic en-
●rgy per nucleon of the light fragment is given by

(12)

where

<Etot>
f

= total average fis~ion-fragment kinetic ●nergy

A= mass number of the complumd ❑ucleus undergoing fission

‘L and ~ = average mass numbers of the light ar.d heavy fragwents, respec-
tively.

Similarly, the average kinetic ●nergy per nucleon of the heavy fragment. is

<Etot>
~H ~f.

f=% A

(13)

For the fiaaion of ●ctinide nuclei, the average number of ~?utrons
emitted from ● given fragment dependti strongly on fragment mass in accord-
●nce with the familiar uawtooth curve [),15]. Hr/ever, in the virinity of
the ●vera~e fragments, the averafle numbers of neutrons emitted fro= the
light ●nd heavy fragments ● re ●pproximately equal [1,15]. Accordingly, we
equate the prompt fisci.m neutron npectrum to the average of the spectra
calculated for the light ●~d heavy fragmcnte. The laborator} prompt fissicn
neutron energy spectru N(E] is therefore %’ritt:n as

N(E) =; [W;) + N(E,E:)].

The ■ ean ●nd mean-square ●nergies for this spectrum are givrn by

(14)

(15)



and

<E2>= + [(E;)2 + (E~)2] t ~ (E; + E~)Tm + 3T: . (16)

We now discuss some illustrative ●xamples of the laboratory prompt
fission neutron spectrum given in El. (14). In these examples, as well as
in all others given in Sec. II, wt use values of the constants as deter-
❑i~ed in Ref. [6] .

“he spectrum calculated from Eq. (14) is shown by the solid tune in
Fig . 1 for the fission of 235U induced by 0,53-tleV neutrons. This reaction
~s chosen because of the exist~~hce of recent experimental data on the prompt
fiesion neutron spectrum [16], The daghed curve in Fig. 1 shows the Watt
spectmun that is obtained by approximating ~(c) by a center-of-mass Max-
wellian spectrum and by using the same average kinetic ●nergy per nucleon
E from the average of Eqs. (12) and (13), for both the light and heavy
f{;gments. Transformation ?O the laboratory system by use of Eq. (10) yields

ew(-Ef/Tw)
N(E) = — sinh[2(E#) “2/ Tw]exp(-E/TW) ,

(n.EfTW)l’2
(17)

where the effective Watt temperature T~ is given by

‘T
‘W= 9 ❑ “

By construction, the mean labor~tory neutrou energy for this spectrum is
equal to that given by Eq, (15) for the ●xact spectrum,

The dot-dashed curve in Fig. 1 shows the laboratory Ilaxwellian spectrum

2@exp(-E/T
N(E) = — ~, (18)

@ T;/2

where the effective Haxwelliau temperature

is determined by
spectrum be equal

requiring that the mean laboratory neutron ●nergy of this
to that given by Eq. (15) for the exact spectrum.

As cnn bc seen more clearly in Fig. 2, where we plot the ratio of these
two ●pproximation to the ●xact spectrum, the Watt spectrum is ●ccurate to
withiu a few per cent for laboratory neutron ●nergies between O and - 7 MeV,
For higher ●nergieti, the Watt spectrum is smaller than the ●xact spectrum
beceusc the Watt temperature Tw is smaller than the w~zlrnum temperature Tm.



In practice, the Watt spectrum is usually increased at high energies to bet-
ter reproduce experimental data there by increasing Tw and decreasing Ef to
values that are somewhat unphysical.

The Maxwellian spectrum, which neglects the motion of the fission frag-
ments from which the neutrons are emitted, is a less accurate approximation.
The Haxwellian spectrum is larger than the exact spectrum for laboratory neu-
tron energies between O and - 1 MeV, whereas it is smaller for energies be-
tween -- 1 and 5 Mel~. For higher energies it i& larger than the exact spec-
trum because the ?laxwellian temperature Tm, which must account for the motion
of the fission fragments as well as the center-of-mass motion of the neutrons,
is larger than the ❑aximum temperature T . In practice, the Maxwellian spec-
trum is usually decreased at high energ?es to better reproduce experimental
data there by decreasing T . To preserve the normalization, this simulta-
neously increases the spect%m somewhat at lower energies.

The spurious enhancement of the Maxwellian spectrum for energies below
- 1 !leV ironically accounts for part of its popularity in practice. As shown
in Sec. 11.A, the energy dependence of the compound nucleus cross section
u increases the spectrum at low energies relative to that calculated for a
c$nstant cross section. For the wrong physical reason, the Maxwellian spec-
trum reproduces this increase at low neutron energies somewhat better than do
other spectra calculated for a constant cross section.

Our approach provides definite predictions concerning the dependence of
the spectrum on both the fissioning nucleus and the kinetic ene~gy of the
neutrcn inducing fission. Figure 3 shows how the spectrum increases at high
energy and decreases at low energy as the charge of the fissioning nucleus
increases, for thermal-neutron-induced fission, Figure 4 shows how the spec-
trum increases at high energy and decreases at low energy as the kinetic
energy of the incident neutron increases, for the first-chance fission of
235U. As discussed in Sec. 11.B, the inclusion of multiple-chance fission
processes at high incident neutron energy decreases the spectrum at high
energy relative to that calculated for first-chance fission.

2, Energy-Dependent Compound-Nucleus C?oss Section

“*en the energy dependence of the cross section u (c) for the inverse
process of compound nucleus formation is takefi into acccoun , the neutron
energy spectrum in the center-of-mass system of a fission fragment is again
obtained by integrating Eq. (1) over the triangular temperature distribution
given by ~q, (4). We obtain

!2uc(c)& ‘m
@(&,uc) =

T2 O
k(T)T exp(-c/T)dT .

❑

(19)

The neutron energy spectrum N(E,Ef) in the laboratory systcm for a fis-
siim fragment ❑oving with average kinetic energy per nucleon IIf is obtained
by inserting this result into Eq. (l). This yields



(@+&f )2 Tm

N(E, Ef, uc) =
1.—

J
uc(&)@

J
k(T)T exp(-&/T)dT . (20)

25f T: o
(@-Kf )2

The center-of-mass neutron energy spectrum O(c) is obtained by evaluat-
ing Eq. (19) for neutron emission from the light L and heavy H average fis-
sion fragments and averaging the results in accordance with the discussion
ofEq. (14), namely,

O(c) = ; [@(&,u:)+Wc,t+] . (21)

The center-of-mass energy ❑oments of this spectrum, <En>, are given by

a =J-m&%(&)dG. (22)
o

The laboratory prompt fission neutron sFectrum is obtained by evaluat-
ing U. (2) for light L and heav H average fission fragments and averaging
the results, namely

N(E) = + N(E,E:,u:)] .; [N(L,E;,u~)

The laboratory energy moments <En> of this spectrum

<En> = Jm E~(E)d.Z .
0

Considering again the ficsion of 235
U induced

illustrate in Figs. 5 and 6 the laboratory prompt
calculated from Eq, (23) using ●nergy-dependdent
sections u (&). Results are ahown and compared to
tion resul~ for three choices of the optical model

(23)

are given by

(24)

by 0.53-tleV neutrons, we
neutron ●nergy spectrum
compound nucleus cross
the constant cross sec-

potential used to calcu-
late u (&). ‘fhesc potentials, which have beer widely used in neutron scat-
teringc calculations, are due to Becchetti and Greenless [17], Wilmore and
Hodgson [18], and Floldauer [19], The potentials are utilized in Eq. (23) by
calculating UC(C) for neutrons incident on the central fragment of both the
light and heavy average fragmet.t groups, in the present case ‘%r and l’”xe.

Inspection of the figures shows that the ●nergy-dependent cross sec-
tions soften the laboratory spectrum nbove - 2 tleV arid harden it below,
relative to that calculated for a constant cross nection, Also, a broad
peak with ● nwximum enhancement of - 10% ●xists in the ●nergy-dependent
cross-section calculation relative to that for a constant cross section.



Thus , the effect of the energy-dependent cross sec~ions is to change the
shape of the calculated spectrum in such a way as to increase the probabil-
ity for emission of low-energy neutrons and to decrease ttieprobability for
emi~sion of high-energy neutrons. Correspondingly, the energy moments
calculated with Eqs. (22) and (24) for energy-dependent. cross sections, are
smaller than those calculated with Eqs. (7) and (15-16), for constant cross
sections. Finally, we note from Fig. 6 that detailed comparisons of experim-
ent and theory in the high-energy tail of the spectrum require use of an
optical potential based on relatively high-energy neutron scattering data in
order to draw meaningful conclusions. Of the three potentials presented
here , that of Becchetti and Greenless [17] best meets this requirement. We
therefore use this potential in the r:mainder of the present work.

B. Calculation of Average Prompt Neutron Multiplicities

The excitation energy of fission fragments is dissipated primarily by
prompt neutro~ emission and to a lesser extent by prompt gamma emission in
~ascado <:-excitation processes. The average prompt neutron multiplicity ~
is the average total number of prompt ne~trons emitted per fission from al?
contributing cascades. ~s in the case of the prompt fissio~ neutron spec-
trum N(E), we calculate u as a functio~l of both the fissioning nucleus and
its excitation energy. P

The total average fission-fragment excitation energy <E*> is by energy
conservation equal to the product of the average prompt neutron multiplicity
u and the average energy re c ed per emitted neutron <q> plus the total av-

!
tot>

e age prompt gamma energy <E Thus ,
Y“

<Efr> = tot>;P<rl>+ <~
Y“

(25)

The average energy removed per emitted neutron <tl> has been studied by
Terrell [20] and is represented reasonably well by the sum of the average
fission-fragment neutron separation energy ~Sn> and the average center-of-
mass energy of the emitted neutrons <c>. Thus ,

<q> = <s > + <E> . (26)
n

Combining Eqs, (25) and (26) and solving for ;P yields

<E*> tot>
- <~

v .———_—l_ .
P <s > + <&>

n
(27)

In this ●quation t~e total lverage fission-fragment excitation energy
<E*> is already I-nown as a functiun of the fissioning nucleus and its exci-
tation energy and is given by Eq. (3). Similauly, the average center-of-
❑ ass ●nergy >f the ●mitted neutrons <IS>iB identical to the mean ●nergy of

the center-of-mass prompt fission neutron spectium O(t) and is also known as



a function of both the fissioning n~cleus and its excitation energy. For
the case of a constant compound nucleus cross section, <c> is given by Eq.
(8), and for tht case of an energy-dependent compound nucleus cross section,
<c> is given by Eq. (22).

We ~btain the ●xplicit expression for the average prompt neutron multi-
plicity Up by inserting Eq, (3) into Eq. (27), which yields finally

<E>+B+E - <E:ot>-<EtOt>
r

;=
n n

P <Sn> + <&> (28)

This equation is valid for neutron-induced first-chance fission and spon-
taneous fission, in which case E and Bn are set equal to zero. In addi-
tion, the various terms of then average prompt neutro~ multiplicity for
neutro~-induced multiple-chance fission, to be discussed next, are con-
structed using this expression for first-chance fission. In Sees. III and
IV we will compare experimental and calculated average prompt neutron multi-
plicities.

c. !,ultlJle-Chance Fission

At incident neutron ●nergies above - 6 !leVthe excitation energy of the
compound nucleus is sufficiently large that fission is possible following
the emission of one or more neutrons. Conseq~ently, Eqs. (14) or (23) for
the prompt-neutron spectrum N(E) and Eq. (28) for the average neutron mul-
tiplicity V ❑ust be solved for successive fissioning compound nuclei that
occur in th~ competing multiple-chance fission reactions. The final expres-
sions for N(E) and ; are then obtained by combining ttiecontributions from

Z’”the individual comp tlng reactions in proportion to their corresponding
probabilities of occurrence. We present here the final ●quations for N(E)
and ; for the effects of and competition between multiple-chance fission
proce~ses up through third-chance fiBsion and refer the reader LO Ref. [6]
for a complete derivation of these ●quations. We then iilllstrate these
effects for the neutron-induced ❑ultiple-chance fis~ic~ of 235U.

The prompt fission neutron spectrum for neutron-induced, multiple-
cbance fi8sion is obtain:d by construction, using the expression for the
prompt fission neutron spectrum N(E) due to first-chance fission, the ex-

pression for the ●vaporation spectrum +(E) due to neutron em~ssion prior to
fission, and the ❑ultiple-chance fission probabilities

%~.th::; c;;:::
prompt fission neutron spectrum due to first-, second-,
fiEaion ●vents is given iu the laboratory ayatem by

N(E) ❑ ( P: :P N](E) + P: [$l(E) + : N (E)]
11 2 P~ 2

+ f13[~l(E) +$2(E) +;p3N3(E)])/Pf ;Pl
1



(29)

where E is the energy of the emitted neutron and A is the mass number of the
fissioning compound nucleus. The first term of this equation is the first-
chance fission component; the second and third terms are the secund-chance
fission component; and the fourth, fifth, and sixth terms are the third-
chance fission component of the spectrum. The spectrum constructed in this
way gives unit normalization when integrated from zero to infinity.

When Eq. (29) is evaluated as a function of incident neutron energy E ,
one obtains the prompt fission neutron spectrum matrix N(E,E ). This matr?x
is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 for the neutron-induct=d fi~sion of 235U up
through third-chance fission. In Fig. 8 the ratio ❑atrix P.(E,E ) = N(E,E )/
N(E,O) is illustrated to ●nhance fine details of the matrix. f’hese figu?es
clearly illl’strate the dependence of the matrix upon the incident ;,eutron
energy En, particularly in tbe tail region corresponding to hikh secondary
neutron ener~y E, where the matrix generally becomes harder with increasing
E. As E increases beyond about 6 UeV, the tail region softens somewhat
b~cause panrt of the nuclear ●xcitation energy is dissipated by the emission
of a ntutron prior to fission. This softeniug is observed again just beyond
13 !leVwhere the threshold for the ●mission of two neutrons prior to fissicr
occurs

We also obtain the average prompt neutron multiplicity for neutron-in-
duced multiple-chance fission by con~truction, using the expression for the
average prompt neutron ❑ultiplicity v

$
ue to first-chauce fission and the

multiple-chance fission probabilities
secon~i “ ‘;e

total average prompt neu-
tron multiplicity due to first-, third-chance fission events-Jan
is given by

;= fp1+4(l +”)+ P:(2+G)]/(P:+ P:+ P:),
P

[# v
P~

(30)
1 -) 3 P3 1 2:

We show ● comparison of experimental ●nd calculated average neutron
❑uitipl icitles using this cquatioc, as well as Eq. (28), in th,:next section.

111. SOME COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT FOR THE NELTi’RON-INDUCEDFISSION OF 23%

We firct compare the spectra calculated for both a constant compound
nucleus cross ncction 0 and an ●nergy-dependent cross section o (&) with
the ●xperimental cpectrb measured by Johansson and Holmqvist C[ll] for
0.53-HeV neutrou~ incident on 236u. The comparisons are shown in Figs. 9
●nd 10. Fig\)rc 9 OIIOWS that both of the calculated spectra agre~ well with
experiment although there is a clear preference for the ●nergy-drpendcnt
cross-fiection calculation in the ta!.1 region of the spectrum above - 3 fleV.
ThiB preference can be seen more clearly in Fig. 10 where the ratios to ibe
constant cross-section calculation ● re plotted. This figure shows conclu-
sively that the ●nergy dependent cross-section calculation is the physi~all~f
preferred spectrlm.



Second, we compare the calculated average prom t neutror. culti~.licity
twith experiment for the neutron-induced fission of 2 ‘U for incident ne~tron

energies ranging from thermal enrgy to 15 HeV. We compare the ●xperimental
data with two different calculations. The first calculation, shown by the
dashed curve in Fig. 11, assumes that first-chance fission only is occur-
ring, whereas the second and more realistic calculation, shown by the solid
curve, includes the ●ffects of first-, second-, and third-charce fissiGn.
In the first-chance fission region the two calculations are of course identi-
cal and agree well with experiment, althou~h discrepancies as large as 3X
occur near 5-HeV inrident neutron ●n?rgy. In the ❑ultiple-chance fission
region beginning near 5.5 HeV, the agreement of bor.h the first- and mul-
tiple-chance fission calculations with experiment is very good, of the order
of 1%. The multiple-chance fission calculation introduces B smooth upwakd
ste? at the second-chance fission threshold near 5.5 HeV and a very slight
drop at the third-chance fission threshold Hear 12 HeV, relative to the
smoother first-chance fission calculation. It appears therefore, for 235U
fission, that ❑ultiple-chance fission processes introduce only slight cor-
rections to the calculation based on first-chance fission.

IV. PROMPT FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUH MD AVERAGE PROMPT NEUTRON
tfULTIPLICI~ FOR THE 2s2Cf(sf) STANDARD REACTION

We now turn our attention to the prompt fission spectrum and ●verage
prompt nuetorn ❑ultiplicity fcr the npontaneolls fission of 252Cf. These are
very important quantities ● s they ● re used ● s standards in many neutron
physics measurements and in many ● reas in applied programs. Therefore, we
use our ●nergy-dependent cross-section calculation here, We have already
reported our preliminary studies on 252Cf at the 1982 Antwerp ■eeting in
Ref. [16] and in this eection we sumarize our progress since that Meeting.

As in 3ef. [16], we take two important new steps to calculate N(E) and
; for the 252Cf(sf) reaction. The first of these is that we perform a com-
p?ete integration for the mvermge energy release .n fission <E > without ap-

‘Jproximntion instead of using our normal seven-point ●pproxl ation. In so
doing, we obtain mass values fr~ the new 1981 Wapstra-Bos mass evaluation
[17] when they ●xist and othe~ise from the new macroscopic-microscopic ❑ ass
formula of Holler ●nd Nix [18]. The second step is that we perform a least-
squares sdjus~rnent of our calculated tpectrum to ● well-measured experiment-
al spectrum in order to determine ttle vsiue of the ~uclear level-density
parameter a that ●nters our calculations of N(E) and v through Eq, (5; , A
least-squares ●djusticnt is perfomed because we wishpto obtain the ❑ost
●ccurate representations of the physical spectrum ●nd physical neutron mul-
tiplicity ● s is posriblc ●nd we do co with respect to the nuclear level-
density pmrameter because it is the least well-known parameter that ●nters
our formalism. The aver- ~e neutron ●ultiplicity i- not included in the
least-squares adjustment because it depends only weakly on the nuclear lev~l
(lenoity, ● L shown by Eq, (28).

We perform the least-squarcn ●djustments with retpect to two recent
■eanurements of the npectrum. Tl~e first of these in the measurement of
Boldcman ●t ●l, [19], experiment no. 7, final data mnalynin [20], ●nd the



second is the ❑easurement of Poen:tz and Tamura [21,22]. Our results are
given in Figures 12-15 ●nd in Tables I and 11 where they are compared with
the two experimental measurements as well as with the results of least-
square ●djustments that we have perfomed with respect to a Haxwellian
spectrum.

Considering first our results for the ~easurement of Boldeman et al.
[19,20], shown in Figs. 12-13 snd tabulated in Col. 1 of Tables I and II, we
find that d Maxwellian spectrum with temperature Tm = 1.426 lleV gives a
better value of 2.

$
than does our energy-dependent cross-section calcula-

tion with tempera ~?e T = 1.124 lleV. The values of 2.
3.529, %?

are 1. 175 and
respectively. 1#’spection of Fig. 13 indicates t ~

region 800 keV t.$!i~o;;l~e~ HeV

the difference
between tbe two is due largely to contributions to X2 from the

wherein the tfaxwellian spectrum is every-
where in better ●greement with’ ●xperiment than our calculated spectrum.

Considering second our results for the measurement of Poenitz and
Tamura [2!,22], shown in Fi,s 14-]5 ●nd tabulated in Col. 2 of Tables I and
11, we find that our ener~y-dependent cross-s~ction calculation with tem-
perature T = 1.094 tleV gives a better value of 2.

%!
than does a Haxwellian

spectrum w!’th temperature T = 1.429 HeV. In thi l?ase, the values of 2.n
● re 0.552 and 1,201, respectively, bhinspection of Fig. 15 indicates that e
difference between the two 2

%~.
values is not due to the preference of our

calculated spectrum in a s~e lflc energy region, as 1s the case for the
Haxwellian ~pectrum preference with the Boldeman et al. experiment, but is
instead dhc to uniformly better agreement with the ●xperiment over most of
the experimental range.

Thus , we Aee that the two spectrum measurements ● re inconsister,t with
each other aud that these inconsistencies, although slight, are significant
because they lead to different conclusions ● s to what. the th~pe and energy
moments of the real physical spectrum are. Thcrciore, ●dditional existing
or new experimental mea~urcments of this spectrum ● le required to determine
exactly the prompt fission neutron spectrum for the 2s2Cf(ef) standard ~eac-
tion.

In closing, we note that our calculated values of ; ●ppearing in Table
11 are quite close to the ●xperimental values of 3.7$) i 0.009, obtained
from the measurements of Amiel [23] and Smith [24], ●nd 3.773 f 0.007,
obtained by Spencer et al. [25].

v. CONCLUSIONS

We have formulated # new method for the calculation of the prompt fi~-
sion neutron spectrum N(E) ●nd the average prompt neutron multiplicity u
that incorporates the known relevant phyoical ●ffects and is sufficiently
simple that it can be uocd in ❑oot applications, Our calculations ~grcc
well with experiment. mnd vherr ●eanurcmcnts do not ●xist, or are not poci-
sible, we ● re ●ble to provide calculations of N(E) and ~ as ● function 01
fissioning nucleus ●nd excitation ●nergy. In cases rcquiking maximum ●ecu-
racy, our approach lesds itnelf to least-sql~arem ●djustments of the sp~ctrum
with re~pect to the nuclear level-dcncity parameter, In the cssc of the
‘b2Cf(of) standard reaction, wc have demonstrated nmall, but vrry signifi-
cant , inconcimtencies between two ■casurcmcnts of the npcctrw that prevent



definitive conclusions on the physical shap~ of the spectrum and the values
of the spectrum energy moments.
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FIGURE CAPTI(-)NS

E!&_L Pro t fission neutron aprcLrum in Lhe laboratory ~ystrm for lhr

fimmion of 7’1 ‘U induced by 0,53-tlcV nrutronm. Thr Eolid curve gives the
pres?n~ opectrum calculated from Eq. (16); the dashed curve give- thr watt



spectrum calculated from Eq. (17); and the dot-dashed curve gives the !Yax-
wel.lian spec( rum calculated from Eq. (18). #he values of ~e tbree can-
stants appearjng in the present spectrum are E. = 1.062 fleV, E = 0.499 MeV,
and T 1.019 HeV, whereas those in the Watt s~ectrum are Ef,=f0.780 HeV and

= ,9.905HeV.
‘w

The value of the single constant ●ppearing In the tlaxwellian
spectrum is T = 1.426 HeV.
three ,;pectra~re identical.

The mean laboratory neutron ●nergies of the

2.

‘+

Ratio of katt spectrum ●nd the Haxwellian spectrum to the present
8 ectrum, corresponding to the curve!, shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the prompt fiss,io’1neutron spectrum on the fissioning

❑ucl-us, for thermal-neutron-induced fission. The values of the constants
L

are E
f

= 1.106 tleV, E! = 0.457 lleV, ●nd T = 0.989 HeV for 22eTh + n; E; =
❑

1.033 fieV, E: = 0.527 HeV, and Tm = 1.124 tleV for 2sgPu + n; and E; = 0.995

HeL’, E: = 0.575 MeV, and T = 1.304 HeV for 240Cf + n.
m

Fig. 4, Dependence of the prompt fission neutron s ectrum on Lhe kinetic
!●nergy of the incident neuttvn far the finsion of 2 5iJm The maximum tem-

perature T is 1.006 lieV when th- incident neutron ●;lcrgy is O, 1.157 tleV
when the i~cident neutcon energy is 7 FleV, and 1.29~ HeV when the incident
neutron energy is 14 lleV. The values

ff=t;eO;;e;::ea~ ;n:hi: :n:;:yH:;r ;:;cleou are for ●ach case held fixrd ~t E .
the last tko cases, f {“”the spectra ● re ca culated for the fi sL-chaLlce fission
only,

Fig. 5. Prom t fission ❑eutron spectrs in the laboratory system for the
!fission of 23 U induced by 0.53-tleV neutrons. The abort-dashed curve gives

the spectrum for o = ccjnatant calculated with Eq, (14) and is identical to
the solid curve i: Fi8. 1. The remaining curvec are calculated with Eq.
(23), but differ by the choice of optical ❑odel potenLill used to calculate
u (L) for the ●verage fragment of ●ach mass peak.

6

The solid curve gives the
s c:trum calculated using the po~enLisl of Becchetti ●nd Greenless [12], the
dot-dashed curve gives the spectrum calculated using the potential of Wilmorc
and Hodgoon [18], and ‘~he long-dashed curve 8iVi2S the opectrum calculated

are }t!oldauer [19). ~using the potential o e values of the constants appearing
in the spectra

f
= 1.062 tlcV, Ef = 0,499 tlcV, ●nd Tm = 1,019 HcV.

Fig. 6. Ratjo of the cpectra calculated using different optical ❑odrl
potent~-als t~ grlierate OC(C) to the upcctrum calculated with Oc = constant,
corr?spondin8 to the curves rnhown in Fig. 5,



Fig. 7. Prompt fission neutron spectrum matrix N(E, En) for the neutron-in
duced fission of 23SU as a function of incident neutron energy En and emit-
ted neutron energy E.

Fig. 8. Prompt fission neutron spectrum ratio matrix R(E,En) = N(E,En)/
N(E,O) corresponding to the matrix shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Prompt fission neutron spectrum in the laboratory system for the
fission of 2351J indllced by 0.53-MeV neutrons. The dashed curve gives the
Bpectrum calculated with Eq. (14) for a constant cross section, whereas the
solid curve gives the spectrum calculated ~ith Eq. (23) for energy-dependent
cross sections obtained using the optical model potential of Beccbe!.ti and
Greenlees [17]. T~e values of
lated spectra are E

t~ cor,stants appearing in the calcu-
= 1,062 HeV, E ❑ 0.499 tleV, and T = 1.019 lleV. The

experimental data ar$ those of Johan{son and Holmqvist [1~],

Fig. 10. Ratio of the spcctrwn calculated using energy-dependent cross sec-
tions and the experimental spectrum to the spectrum calculated using a cor-
stant cross section, corresponding to the curves shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Average prompt neutron ❑ultiplicity as a function of the incident
●nergy for the neutron-induced fission of 23SU, The dashed curve gives tl~e
❑ultiplicity calculated with Eq. (28) assuming first-chance fission. whereas
the solid curve gives the multiplicity calcltlated with Eq. (30) tissuming
multiple-chance figsion. in both cases, the optical model potential of
Becchetti and Grcenlees [17] is used to determine the renter-of-mass
energies used in the ●quations. The original sources for the experimental
data are given in Ref, [6]. Note the suppressed zero of the verical scale,

Fig. 12. Prompt fisision neutron spectrum in the laboratory system for the
spontaneous fission of 2b2Cf. The dashed curve gives the least-squares
●djusted Haxwellian spectrum calculated with Eq. (18) and the solid curve
gives the least-squarea adjuated ●nergy-dependent cross-section spectrum
Calcu’ Cd with Eq. (23), The ●xperimental data ● re those of Boldcman ct
al. I(9I ●ild Boldcman [20), experiment 7, final data.

F~, 13. Ratio of the energy-dcprl~dcnt cross section spectrum and thr experi-.—
mental spectrum to the lluxwellinn ●pcctrum, corrcspolding to the curvrs
shown in Fig. 12.



Fig. 14. Prompt fission neutron spectrum in the laboratory system to the
spontaneous fission of ‘s*Cf. The dashed curve gives the least-squares ad-
justed PIaxwellian spectrum calculated with Eq. (18) and the solid curve
gives the least-squares adjusted energy-dependent cross-section spectrum
calculated with Eq. (23), The ●xperimrrital data are those of Poenitz and
Tamura [21] and Poenitz [22].

Fig. 15. Ratio of the ecergy-dependent cross-section cpectrum and the experi-
❑ental spectrum to the ?laxwellian spectrum, correEpondi.ng to the curves shown
in Fig. 14.



TABLE I

Least-Squares Adjustments of Flaxwellian Spectra
for the Spontaneous Flasion of 2s2Cf

Quantity – Experi~-ental Spectrum
Boldeman et al, Poenitz and Tamurab

—.—
Number of data points 95 51

Energy range of experiment (lleV) 0.E!O1-14.239 0.225-9.800

Fraction of theoretical
spectrum (1%) 77.13 95.39

TM (tleV) 1.426 1.429

<E> (Mev) 2,139 2.144

<E2> (MeV2) 7.626 7,658

X2.
❑ ln

1.175 1.201

.—— —. .———

‘rABLE 11

Least-Squures Adjustments of Present Energy-llependent Cross-SectIon
Spectra for the Spontaneous Fis~lon of Cf

———.—.—
Quantity

——..— —_.——.—.—
Experi~ental Spectrum

Bollernan et nl. P~enitz and Tamurab
—.— —
Number of data pointb

—— .—
95 - 51

Energy r~nge of ●xperiment [tleV)

Fra:tion of theoretical
spectrum (1%)

a (1/HeV)

TH (McV)

<E> (HeV)

a2> (Mcv)

G

!
bin
—.. — .—.—.— _ .-. —. —— ...

0,801-14.239 0.125-9.800

78.80 95.99

A/9.65 A/9.15

2.124 1.094

2.171 2.134

7.637 7.364

3.789 3.810

3.529 0.552

—.—— —

●Refa. [23] ●nd[24]
b
Rein. [29] a[ld [26]

-— . — .—— .——.- - ——— —
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